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W-Complement d-Spreads, Singleton systems 
NACHIMUTHU MANICKAM 
Let W ~ V be vector spaces over GF(q) of dimensions nand n + d, respectively. In this paper, 
we introduce a new concept known as W-complement d-spreads of V and establish a one-to one 
correspondence between the set of all W-complement d-spreads of V and the set of all (d, n, I, q)-
Singleton systems of order if'. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Singleton systems, which are t-designs of index 1, have been studied extensively by 
Delsarte and others. A new geometric interpretation, to be called W-complement d-spreads, 
has been determined in this paper for Singleton systems of certain orders. A W-complement 
d-spreads also provides a partition of the hyperplanes of a d-net in the sense of Sprague [5]. 
We also show that there always exist W-complement d-spreads in abundance. 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n + d over the finite field GF(q). Assume that 
d :::;; n. Let W be a fixed n-dimensional subspace of V. 
DEFINITION. A collection A of d-dimensional subspaces of V is said to be a W-
complement d-spread of V if 
(1) A E A :;> A n W = {O} 
(2) If 0 #- v E V and <v) n W = {O}, where <v) denotes the I-dimensional subspace 
(projective point) generated by v, then <v) is contained in one and only one d-dimensional 
subspace lying in A. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let C be a complement of W in V so that V = C (j;) W. Let {c l , ... , Cd} 
be a basis of C. Thenfor any d-dimensional subspace A of V which intersects W trivially, there 
exists a basis {CI + XI> .•• , Cd + xd} of A for some uniquely chosen XI' ... , Xd in W. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A = {UI, ... , U q"} be a collection of d-dimensional subspaces of V such 
thatU;n W= {O}forI:::;; i:::;; qn.Let{ck + Uikh,c;,k,c;,dbebases ofU;,for 1 :::;; i:::;; qn,as 
obtained in Lemma 1. Then A is a W-complement d-spread of V if {Uik - Ujk} I d,c;,d is linearly 
independent for every pair i, j with 1 :::;; i, j :::;; d and i #- j. 
PROOF. To prove A is a W-complement d-spread of V, it is sufficient to show that 
U; n ~ = {O} for any two arbitrary elements Ui and ~ in A. Suppose U E Ui n ~. 
U E U;:;> U L rk(ck + ujd, 
I,c;,k,c;,d 
UE~:;>U L Sk(Ck + Ujk) for some rb Sk E GF(q), 
I,c;,k,c;,d 
:;> L (rk - Sk)Ck = 
I,c;,k,c;,d 
L (SkUjk - rkuik)· 
l~k~d 
The sum on the left hand side gives an element in C whereas the right hand side sum is 
an element in W. Since en W = {O}, we conclude that rk = Sk for 1 :::;; k :::;; d. Hence 
LI d,c;,drk(Ujk - uid = O. As we have assumed {Uik - ujd to be linearly independent, as we 
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get that rk = ° for k = I, 2, ... , d. So Ui n ~ = {o}. Thus A is a W-complement d-spread 
of V. 
THEOREM 1.3. If D is a collection of d-dimensional subs paces of V having trivial intersection 
with Wand if I D I > qnd - q"(d~ I), then D contains a W-complement d-spread of v. 
PROOF. Let us assume to the contrary that D does not contain a W-complement 
d-spread of V. Count the number of pairs (A, A) where A is a W-complement d-spread of 
V and A is an element of D which is contained in A. For any given d-dimensional subspace 
A contained in D, the number of such pairs (A, A) involving A is equal to the number of 
W-complement d-spreads of V containing A and this number is independent of A as the 
stabilizer acts transitively on the collection of d-dimensional subspaces of V. Let t denote 
the total number of pairs (A, A), and let r denote the number of W-complement d-spreads 
of V containing A. Then 
t = IDlr. (1) 
On the other hand, since we assumed that there does not exist a W-complement d-spread 
of V consisting of d-subspaces only from D, any given W-complement d-spread A of V 
contains at the most the number of elements in A - I = (q" - 1) elements from D. 
Therefore 
t ::;;; (number of W-complement d-spreads of V in total)(q" - I) (2) 
Let s = number of W-complement d-spreads of V in total. Using (1) and (2) we see that 
I D I ::;;; (slr)(q" - 1) 
Since (sir) = (number of d-dimensional subspaces in the complement of W)/(number of 
d-dimensional subspaces in a W-complement d-spread) = {q"dlq"}, we have 
I D I ::;;; {q"dlq"}(q" - I) = qnd - q"(d~l), which is a contradiction to the assumption that 
I D I > q"d - q"(d~ I). Hence D contains a W-complement d-spread of V. 
2. SINGLETON SYSTEMS AND W-COMPLEMENT d-SPREADS 
Let C, W be vector spaces of dimensions d and n, respectively, over GF(q). Let X be the 
set of all bilinear forms f: C x W -+ GF(q). Define 
Ri = {(f,g)lf,gEXandrank(f-g) = i} 
X = (X, {RJI';;i';;d) becomes a symmetric association scheme. It is called the q-analogue 
of the Hamming scheme and written as Hq(n, d). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subset Y ~ X is a (d, n, t, q)-Singleton system,for t E {O, I, ... , d}, 
iffor each t-dimensional subspace Co ofC andfor each bilinear map g: Co x W -+ GF(q), 
there exists a unique bilinear form fEY whose restriction to Co x Wequals g. (see [2]) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let V be a vector space of dimension n + dover GF(q) such that W ~ V 
and V = W EB C for some fixed d-dimensional subspace C. Then there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of all W-complement d-spreads of V and the set of all 
(d, n, 1, q)-Singleton systems of size q". 
PROOF. Let n = {fl' ... ,fqn} be a (d, n, I, q)-Singleton system. Observe that if 
f, g E n, then f - g must be of full rank. Let A = (aij) and B = (bij) be the matrices of 
f and g, respectively. Let rii = LI.;;k.;;naik Wk and Li = 'XI.;;k.;;nbik Wk for i = I, 2, ... , d, 
where {WI> ... , wn } is a fixed basis of W. Since f - g is of full rank, {rii - PJI';;;.;;d must be 
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linearly independent. Let llt = <cl + IX I ,·· · , Cd + IXd) and Vg = <cl + /31 ' " . , Cd + /3d ) ' 
Clearly Vf n Vg = {O}. 
Let A = {Vf 1 fEn and llt is defined as above} . Then A becomes a W-complement 
d-spread of V. 
Conversely, let r = {VI' . . . , Vqn } be a W-complement d-spread. If Vi E r, then from 
Lemma 1.1 we know that Vi has a basis {Ck + Uik}1 = 1 for some uniquely chosen vectors 
UiI , .•• , Uid in W. Let {el' . .. , ed} and {WI' ... ,wn } be fixed bases of C and W, 
respectively. Since UiI , ••• , Uid E W, we can write each uij as uij = L at Wk for some 
at E GF(q) and for 1 ~ k ~ n. 
Define /; : C x W -+ GF(q) by /;(ej , wk ) = at for 1 ~ k ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ d. Then /; 
becomes a bilinear form. We call/; to be the bilinear form belonging to 0;. LetJ., .. . ,J,\ 
be the bilinear forms belonging to VI, ... , Vqn' respectively. We claim that {J., .. . ,JqnJ 
is a (d, n, 1, q)-Singleton system. If possible, let there be a non-zero vector U E C 
and bilinear forms /;, fj , i =f. j, satisfying /; I( u) x w = fj I( u) x w. Extend {u} to a basis 
{u = UI' U2' ••• , Ud} of c. With respectto this basis, the first row of the matrix of/; is equal 
to the first row of the matrix offj . Thus 0; n ~ =f. {O}, a contradiction to our assumption 
that r is a W-complement d-spread of V. Hence {J., ... ,Jqn} is a (d, n, I, q)-Singleton 
system of order q". 
Now it can be easily seen that {J., ... ,Jqn} +-+ {VI ' . .. , Vqn} is a one-to-one corre-
spondence. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Delsarte). For any t E {O, 1, ... , d }, there always exists a (d, n, t, q)-
Singleton system. 
PROOF. Refer [2]. 
THEOREM 2.4. For any vector space V of dimension n + dover GF(q) and W a fixed 
subspace of V of dimension n, (d ~ n), there always exists a W-complement d-spread of V. 
PROOF. Straightforward application of the preceding two theorems. 
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